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ABSTRACT 
 

Nowadays, industries’ firms are involved in a technological war called as Fourth 

Industry Revolution; to be unique they have to gain advantages each feature of their 

factory. The best current industries applying the main points of 4.0 Industry use big 

data or collaborative robots as lean manufacturing principles as well. The propose of 

the project is to achieve continuous improvement in i-FAB (LIUC, Università Cattaneo) 

through collaborative robots and design of proper piece that can help robot’s task. The 

general goals are optimizing assembly process, reducing tack times, upgrading 

ergonomics performance and the quality of the final product.  

Key words: Industry revolution, collaborative robots, design, continues 

improvement and lean manufacturing. 
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1. Meaning of the thesis 
The work has been carried out in the Erasmus term 2017-2018 at the Carlo 

Cattaneo University with the agreement of the University of Valladolid and the help of 

Ángel Gento. The theme has been agreed upon through dialogue with Professor 

Rosella Pozzi and Professors Giovanni Pirovano and Carlo Noè. Reach agreement on 

the topic that best suits Industrial Design and Product Development Engineering and 

the possibilities of LIUC. 

The choice of the proposal answers is the need that exists to implement 

enhances in the industrial sector; the thesis is based on the development of these 

improvements in the I-FAB Simulation Factory. Specifically in assembly of foosball’s 

scoreboards. 
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2. Approach 
To carry out the work, the i-FAB has been showed by the professors. I-FAB is a 

reserved space for the staff and students of the university, developed by LIUC - 

Università Cattaneo, in collaboration with Bosch-Rexoroth, Bossard, Comau, Harting, 

Grassi, Omron-Adept, Rivetta Sistemi and Tema. 

I-FAB is a laboratory that simulates how an intelligent factory works and how it 

is organized according to lean logic, using most of the tools of the Industry 4.0, 

showing all the progress of the digital technologies. 

Some of those tools are: 

 IoT (internet of things) 

 Big data & data analytics 

 Simulation 

 Collaborative robots 

 Additive manufacturing 

Previous literature was some norms and standards that guide the project. They 

are valid at least until 2018.  

 ISO 10218-1:2011. Robots and robotic devices. Safety requirements for 

industrial robots -- Part 1: Robots I. 

 ISO 10218-2:2011. Robots and robotic devices. Safety requirements for 

industrial robots -- Part 2: Robots II. 

 ISO/TS 15066. Robots and robotic devices -- Collaborative robots III. 

 ISO 13849-1:2015. Safety of machinery -- Safety-related parts of control 

systems -- Part 1 IV. 

Figure 1: i-FAB 
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Books like “Lean Thinking”, by Daniel T. Jones and James P. Womack, have 

been also consulted, to research more about the aspects of Lean Manufacturing and 

4.0 Industry. It is considered one of the reference manuals of management and key to 

understanding the concept of Lean thinking: the most ideal system to create value and, 

at the same time, avoid waste in any organization. 

To achieve the thesis’ goals, all acquired knowledge in our degree and 

standards already mentioned have been used. 

Firstly, the main aspects are defined and listed. The work focuses on the main 

theories that allow analyzing and studying the i-FAB’s tasks, specifically in the 

assembly of the scoreboard into the foosball. 

Besides that, the geometric analysis is thought out using 3D software. This will 

help to develop a new methodology, designing suitable parts for the robot to attend the 

worker. 

Finally, the propose is checked in I-FAB, building a 3D prototype in 3D printer. 

To test it in the task, the collaborative robot made some trials proving the 

improvements and contrasting the results. 
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3. Organization of the thesis 
The thesis is organized into the following topics: 

1. Introduction aspects. All concepts around the main issue, lean manufacturing, 

were explained. Some topics discussed are: group technology, cellular 

manufacturing, collaborative robots and lean manufacturing itself. 

2. Main chapters. It is divided in 3 chapters, the aims of the project, methodology 

and results. This part replies why and how the results are achieved. 

3. Conclusions. Own opinion about the 3 months of work is exposed. 

4. Notes. Formal documentation does not correspond with the main topics, 

5. Summary. To sum up all the information. It gives a global vision to reader. 

6. Bibliography. The sources on which the thesis is supported are correctly cited. 

 

3.1 Introduction aspects 

3.1.1 Lean manufacturing  

Lean manufacturing has been long considered a way to greatly improve 

manufacturing efficiency; lean can be applied to any business or production process, in 

any industry. For example, lean is now being used extensively in the healthcare 

industry to improve efficiency and reduce costs. The principles can even be used, on a 

smaller scale, to organize your office, workspace, or laboratory. 

Lean was originally created by Toyota (Soichiro Toyoda) to eliminate waste and 

inefficiency in its manufacturing operations. The process became so successful that it 

has been embraced in manufacturing sectors around the world. Nowadays, being lean 

is critical for competing against lower-cost countries. 

When done correctly, lean can create huge improvements in efficiency, cycle 

time, productivity, material costs, and scrap, leading to lower costs and improved 

competitiveness. Consequently, the aim of lean manufacturing is to do more and better 

with less. There are several key lean manufacturing principles that need to be 

understood in order to implement lean. The “guiding principles” of lean manufacturing 

are: 

 Elimination of waste 

This is one of the main critical principles of lean manufacturing is the elimination 

of waste (the non-value-added components in any process), known as well as Muda in 

the Toyota Production System. Many of the other principles revolve around this 

concept.  

There are 7 basic types of waste in manufacturing:  

1. Waste of Unnecessary Motion 

2. Over Production  

3. Production of Defects   

4. Waste of Inventory  

5. Waste of Waiting  
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6. Waste of Transportation  

7. Waste of Over processing  

However the above mentioned types of waste were originally geared toward 

manufacturing, they can be applied to many different types of business. The idea of 

waste elimination is to review all areas in your organization, determine where the non-

value added work is and reduce or eliminate it. 

 Continuous improvement 

Is also known for the Japanese word “kaizen” and is perhaps the most critical 

principle of lean manufacturing. 

By continuing to improve your business and processes you can reduce waste 

as much as possible by eliminating whatever bottlenecks threaten to pop up and 

examining which processes are inefficient. 

It should truly form the basis of your lean implementation. Without continuous 

improvement your progress will cease. As the name implies, Continuous improvement 

promotes constant, necessary change toward achievement of a desired state. The 

changes can be big or small but must lend itself toward improvement (often many small 

changes are required to achieve the target). The process truly is continual as there is 

always room for improvement. Although continuous improvement should be a mind-set 

throughout the whole organization. 

 Respect for humanity 

The most valuable resource to any company are the people who work for it. 

Most people want to perform well in their jobs. Not only do they go to work to earn a 

living, but they also want to develop a sense of worth in their work. They want to feel 

like they have contributed to the company goals, like their work and effort has meant 

something. A company supporting a respect for humanity philosophy will appreciate 

their workers efforts and keep them in high regard. However, without a respect for 

humanity and the people in your organization, there’s no way you’ll be able to 

consistently perform at a high level. 

Some of the methods to ensure your people know you respect them is through 

constant communication, praise of a job well done, listening to their ideas and helping 

out when necessary. 

 Level production 

Known for the Japanese word “heijunka”, which means “levelling production”. In 

turn, this means that no matter what happens, your output remains the same every 

day. 

Heijunka is a practice best suited to manufacturing where the product’s you’re 

making are either complex or take a long time to create, and when the demand for the 

products is fairly predictable. This is because the safety stock should allow you to 

always meet an order (which won’t be true if your demand spikes randomly) and having 

a consistent production rate is beneficial when a lot of work goes into the products. 
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3.1.2 Group technology (TG) 

Group technology is a philosophy created at a time when there is an increase in 

production companies, and these seek a way to improve, increasing efficiency and 

productivity. This is achieved by identifying and grouping similar parts or components 

to take advantage of their similarities in design and production. The similar parts are 

grouped into families, where the members share similarities in their form and 

elaboration process. 

If the pieces are classified and grouped so that the characteristics of the 

different parts of a group are similar, the machines could also be grouped into 

production units where the raw pieces are taken and come out completely finished, 

these are called as production cells. 

There are cases in which it is clearly efficient to implement GT such as: when 

the process is traditional and we have a large manufacturing time, the products are 

easily differentiable, and therefore can easily be grouped into families... 

For the implementation of group technology there are two major drawbacks; the 

first is that all the pieces have to be examined and grouped by families, so if we have a 

large number of pieces this work will be costly and slow. The other impediment is the 

time and cost of regrouping the machinery of the factory, since depending on the size, 

complexity and production of these, it can suppose a very high surcharge. 

Although we must also take into account the advantages offered by applying 

group technology in a factory. Such as the possible standardization of tools and 

processes, the reduction of manual operations, this in turn leads to a reduction in the 

number of possible accidents. 

Once the group technology is applied, the product design time is reduced, since 

we may have already developed a product with similar characteristics, the products in 

the work-in-process are reduced, and the satisfaction and level of work of the operators 

increases, thus making the workplace a more pleasant place. 

3.1.3 Cellular manufacturing 

The cellular manufacturing is a process involving the use of multiple "cells" in a 

single assembly line. These cells are composed of one or several different machines 

that perform certain tasks. The product moves from one cell to another, completing part 

of the manufacturing process in each station. This type of process comes from the just-

in-time method (JIT) and lean manufacturing which covers group technology. The goal 

of cellular manufacturing is to work as quickly as possible, make a wide variety of 

similar products and make the least waste. One of the biggest advantages of cellular 

manufacturing is the amount of flexibility it has. Since most machines are automatic, 

simple changes can be made very quickly. This allows a variety of adjustment for a 

product, minor variations in the entire design, and in extreme cases, transformations 

completely in the overall design. These changes, although tedious, can be achieved 

with great speed and precision.  

A cell is created by consolidating the processes necessary to create a specific 

output, such as a part or a set of instructions. These cells allow the reduction of strange 

steps in the product creation process, facilitate the rapid identification of problems and 
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encourage the communication of employees within the cell to solve problems that arise 

instantly. Once implemented, it has been said that cellular manufacturing reliably 

creates massive gains in productivity and quality, while reducing the amount of 

inventory, space and time needed to create a product. It is for this reason that the cell 

of a piece of flow has been called "the ultimate in slender production."  

The cells are created in a workplace to facilitate the flow. This is achieved by 

gathering operations (or machines or people) involved in a sequence of processing a 

natural flow of products and grouping them close to each other, different from other 

groups. This grouping is called a cell. These cells are used to improve many factors in 

a manufacturing environment by allowing a one-piece flow to occur. i-FAB one-piece 

flow would be in the production of the scoreboard that arrives at the factory in separate 

pieces, requiring assembly. First, the pieces would move from storage to the cell, 

where they would be fixed together, then polished, then and finally screwed on the 

foosball. All these steps would be completed in a single cell, in order to minimize 

several factors (called steps / processes without added value) as the time required to 

transport materials between departments. Some common formats of individual cells 

are: the U-shape (good for communication and rapid movement of workers), the 

straight or L-shaped line. The number of workers within these formations depends on 

the current demand and can be modulated to increase or decrease production. For 

example, if a cell is normally occupied by two workers and the demand is doubled, four 

workers must be placed in the cell. Similarly, if the demand is reduced by half, a worker 

will occupy the cell. Since cells have a variety of different equipment, therefore, it is a 

requirement that any employee be expert in multiple processes. 

Logically, a cell reduces flow time, flow distance, floor space, inventory, 

handling, planning transactions, scrapping, and repetition of work (the latter due to 

rapid discovery of nonconformities). In addition, the cells lead to a simplified and more 

valid cost calculation, since the costs of producing articles are contained within the cell, 

instead of being dispersed in the distance and the passage of the reporting time.  

Cellular manufacturing facilitates both production and quality control. Cells that 

have low volume or quality performance can be easily isolated and targeted for 

improvement. The segmentation of the production process allows problems to be 

located easily and in this way it is clearer which parts are affected or problematic. 

There are also a number of benefits for employees working in cellular 

manufacturing. The small cell structure improves group cohesion and reduces the 

manufacturing process to a more manageable level for workers. Workers can more 

Figure 3: Shape representation of i-FAB 
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easily see problems or possible improvements within their own cells and thus tend to 

become more self-motivated to propose changes. In addition, these improvements that 

are caused by the workers themselves cause less and less need for supervision, so 

over time the overhead can be reduced. In addition, workers are often able to rotate 

between tasks within their cell, which offers variety in their work. This can further 

increase efficiency because the monotony of work has been linked to absenteeism and 

the reduction of production quality. 

 

Figure 4: Advantages of cellular manufacturing 

3.1.4 3D Printing 

3D printing, also known as addition manufacturing, is a process by which 

physical objects are created by layering a material based on a digital model. All 3D 

printing processes require that software, hardware and materials work together. 

3D printing technology can be used to create all kinds of things, from prototypes 

and simple parts to highly technical end products, such as aircraft parts, green 

buildings, life-saving medical implants and even artificial organs that are produced with 

layers of human cells. 

In I-FAB, there are two 3D printers that works with FDM Technology, it is a 

manufacturing process used for modeling prototypes and small scale production. An 

additive technique is used, depositing the material in layers, to do the piece. A plastic 

or metallic filament that is initially stored in rolls is introduced into a nozzle. The nozzle 

is above the melting temperature of the material and can be moved in three axes 

controlled electronically. The extrusion head is usually moved by step motors or 

servomotors. The piece is built with fine strands of material that solidify immediately 

after leaving the nozzle. 

The steps of the general process of the FDM additive technique: 

 Pre-processing: The software laminates and places a 3D CAD file. The 

trajectory is calculated to extrude the thermoplastic material and any necessary 

support material. 
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 Production: The 3D printer heats the thermoplastic material until it reaches a 

semi-liquid state and deposits it in ultrafine droplets along the extrusion path. In 

cases where support or support is required, the 3D printer deposits a removable 

material that acts as scaffolding. 

 Post-processing: The user removes the support material or dissolves it in water 

and detergent, and then the part can be used. 

3.1.5 Collaborative robots 

The use of robots in industrial processes and manufacturing is nothing new or 

futuristic. The first example of the use of industrial robotics has its origins in the United 

States in 1956, although it would not jump to the European market until almost twenty 

years later, in 1973. Today, its application is widespread in a large variety of industrial 

sectors, especially in large-scale manufacturing plants where robots usually work a 

large number of tasks such as welding, painting, assembly, pick-and-place, product 

inspection and quality testing, all with great speed and precision. 

Nevertheless, the latest advances in robotics technology and the miniaturization 

of electronic components and processors have allowed the birth of a new era in 

industrial automation: that of collaborative robots or "co-bots". Characterized by being 

lightweight, flexible and easy to install, collections are especially for interacting with 

humans in a shared workspace without the need to install security fences. 

Offering a quick return on investment, it does not require specialized 

technicians for its assembly and start-up, it can be reconfigured to operate in various 

Figure 5: How FDM printers work 
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points of a production line and allows companies to optimize their productivity. It 

represents a new era in industrial automation because it allows the introduction of 

robots in sectors and industrial processes in which, until now, it had not been viable. 

The new era of industrial automation has already begun. Collaborative robots 

do not compete with traditional industrial robots, they are simply different. Collaborative 

robotics is a new form of industrial automation that complements the current offer. As 

companies increasingly adopt this technology, and benefit from the simplicity, flexibility 

and speed ROI that customers offer, more robots of this type will be seen in production 

processes. Industries and companies where automation is less prevalent today due to 

the cost, risks and lack of flexibility of traditional robots are the ones that will benefit the 

most from collaborative robotics over the next decade. 

According to The World Robotics Report 2017, published by the International 

Federation of Robotics (IFR) anticipate, for 2017, an 18% growth in the facilities of 

industrial robots, and for 2018-2020 a growth of around 15%. Stronger than expected 

due to the growth in the global economy, faster business cycles, greater variety in 

customer demand, and the expected emergence and expansion of the "Industry 4.0". 

 
Figure 6: Chart of the estimated worldwide annual shipments of industrial by 

Again, another more year, the IFR report sees growing demand for robotic 

automation in a wide range of industries, including the auto industry, electronics, rubber 

and plastics, food and beverages, pharmaceuticals, and metals. Asia is forecasted to 

lead the market growth by a wide margin, with America and also Europa showing 

continued growth, but at lower unit volumes. 

Furthermore, Universal Robots, which is the world market leader in the co-bot 

segment, announced that it is expected that collaborative robots will increase their 

growth. The "human-robot collaboration" resembles the predominant trend, the 

methodology of simplification, ease of use and installation, low weight, mobility and low 

cost. 
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 Just in time (JIT) 

The basis behind this principle is to build what is required, when it is required 

and in the quantity required. Working in conjunction with levelized production, this 

principle works well with kanbans (a pull system). It allows for movement and 

production of parts only when required. This means components are not used in 

product that is not required and no time is wasted building unsaleable product. 

The ultimate goal is to have absolutely no inventory, whether that be raw 

resources, WIP items, or finished products. 

JIT doesn’t necessarily clash with Heijunka, but in most situations the method 

you use will depend on the complexity of your product and how predictable your 

demand is. Creating simple products on demand is possible because your customers 

won’t have to wait for very long, letting JIT flow have less of a negative in terms of how 

long they have to wait. Having a highly unpredictable product demand is also more 

suited to JIT than Heijunka, since you can’t guarantee that any safety stock created will 

be used up instead of becoming surplus inventory. 

 Quality built-in 

The concept of having quality built into your manufacturing processes is key to 

running an efficient, yet successful business. There’s no good in rapidly producing 

cheap-to-make products if the final results are full of defects and won’t sell, after all. 

Figure 2: Lean manufacturing house 
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Also, traditional industrial robots play an important role in Industry 4.0, but even 

so, the expected growth for co-bots is propelled by trends such as the demand for 

consumer goods that shows an element of "human touch" along with a constant high 

quality and a constant need among SMEs to automate their manufacturing easily and 

affordably. 

However, one of the points that is more troublesome is the employment figures. 

There is a controversial public debate on the consequences of an increasingly 

digitalized world of work on the society and economy. In particular, fears are raised that 

jobs might be increasingly at risk due to the use of machines and intelligent algorithms. 

In the discussion, macroeconomic adjustment processes are often neglected, such as 

the creation of new jobs and industries. But the quick spread of industrial robots hasn’t 

made a dent in employment figures, today, new tasks have been created for the 

workforce alongside once performed by machines.  

So, here we can see the results of the latest study by the Centre for European 

Economic Research (ZEW) on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Education 

and Research (BMBF): “The results of the ZEW study on the labour market confirm what 

we’re observing in leading industrial nations across the world,” comments Junji Tsuda, president 

of the International Federation of Robotics. “The modernisation of production shifts hazardous, 

unhealthy and monotonous work to the machines. In the vast majority of cases, only certain 

activities of a job are automated and not the entire spectrum of an employee´s work.” However, 

if jobs are cut – the ZEW reports that 5% of employees were replaced within five years – these 

losses are compensated for by new jobs overall. 

In Germany, the rise in the use of machines has allowed employment to grow by 1%. 

This development looks set to continue in future: based on details from companies surveyed, 

the ZEW estimates that further automation and digitalisation in industry will generate a 1.8% 

rise in employment by 2021. 

This development tallies with experience from the 1990s onwards with the computer 

boom. The large-scale use of IT in companies did render traditional processing jobs 

superfluous. But according to calculations by the ZEW, from 1995 to 2011 employment rose by 

just under 0.2% per year. 

The London School of Economics (LSE) recently published a study entitled Robots at 

Work on the use of industrial robots in 17 developed economies between 1993 and 2007. LSE 

head of research, Guy Michaels, summarised the key results at a Messe Muenchen press 

conference on automatic 2018: “Productivity has improved by around 15% due to industrial 

robots. At the same time, the proportion of low-skilled labour dropped and pay increased 

slightly. Industrial robots don’t have any significant impact on the number of employees overall,” 

said Guy Michaels, who is an associate Professor of Economics in The London School 

of Economics and Political Science. 

To conclude, Esben Østergaard, one of the founders and inventors of Universal 

Robots, which is market leader within collaborative robots commented that: “Robotic 

automation improves consistency of quality and consistency of flow, and that’s something that 

everyone needs. Cobots are especially compelling today for several reasons. They work 

together with human workers instead of replacing them – especially valuable where the loss of 

manufacturing jobs is a sensitive issue. They can help companies reshore manufacturing. They 

are particularly useful in manufacturing setups that involve higher-margin, mass-personalized 
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products. And for SMEs cobots remain the best way to gain the benefits of automation without 

breaking the bank. For Universal Robots, this is truly our time”.  

 

Figure 8: Collaborative robot from i-FAB  

3.2 Main chapters 

3.2.1 The aims of project 

3.2.1.1 Cycle time reduction 

The cycle time is the measure to establish the duration of a process. It is 

important to detail that the cycle time is the time of a single task from its beginning to its 

end. Hence, we will have cycle times of a single activity such as put the dices correctly; 

fix the crossbar to the foosball… 

Figure 7: Current i-FAB co-robot 
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There are several efforts suitable for reducing cycle times. The following ideas 

to reduce the cycle time does not require that new equipment be purchased, they are 

the result of analyses the scoreboard’s manufacturing. 

 Performing activities in parallel. Most of the steps in the process are 

performed sequentially. A serial approach results in the time for the entire 

process being the sum of the individual steps plus the transport and the waiting 

time between steps. A parallel approach could decrease the cycle time by 80% 

and generate a better result. 

 

An example is product development, where the current trend is toward 

concurrent engineering. Instead of succession activities, all activities take place 

in parallel by integrated teams. Adding co-robots to the assembly line allows 

keep working simultaneity. 

  

 Changing the sequence of activities. The products are often transported to 

the   robot, to the boxes and others, and then to bring them back.  To solve this 

situation, the robot by itself picks the crossbar, assembly the dices and do not 

drop the piece until it is attached with the foosball. 

3.2.1.2 The continuous improvement in an assembly line 

Continuous improvement can be defined as the planned, organized and 

systematic process of continuous and incremental change. It is based on the Deming 

cycle, consisting of four phases: study of the current situation, acquisition of sufficient 

data to propose suggestions for improvement; adjust and implement the selected 

proposals; check if the proposed proposal is giving the expected results; implement 

and standardize the proposals with the necessary modifications. 

The three main points of Lean Manufacturing are: the elimination of all types of 

waste, involvement of staff and respect for the worker and also the continuous 

improvement of productivity and quality. The objective is to eliminate the "waste" to 

provide the customer the product with the best quality, with the best service and 

delivery time at the lowest possible cost. 

One of the most important things to a factory is be productive, hence, one of the 

main points to obtain this is to be better in the quality of the final product. Then, the 

continuous improvement of the quality will help to the improvement of productivity. 

Specifically, in i-FAB, the objective of improving quality is to obtain the least 

possible quantity of failed products, to be able to be 0. This will be easier to do if 

collaborative robots are used, the number of failed footsball will decreased using co-

bots, due to the are much more precise and exact than people.  

As is indicated before, the involvement of staff and respect for the worker is 

such an important thing that is a must. Hence, to make the worker comfortable in his 

tasks is necessary, in this point ergonomics plays an important role.  

If the job station is perfectly comfortable and the worker does not have to make 

any inconvenient movements, he will be much more pleasant. 
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Thereby, collaborative robots can help workers in their tasks, because they are 

able to work inside tiny areas, also can make the most heavy and precise task. 

3.2.1.3 Human-robot cooperation 

I-FAB’s collaborative robot is designed to work safely with humans, that is, they 

do not require cages and can interact with the operator. 

This ability to work side by side is mainly achieved by the use of elastic 

actuators, the detection force, proximity sensors and relatively slow movement. When it 

is in contact with an obstruction, the cobot reacts as when someone is pushed with the 

elbow, that is, immediately stops. 

The cobots should be seen as helping devices to make workers more 

productive and reduce some of the repetitive tasks. 

As with any new technology, trial and error will be required to discover the best 

way to use them. This is where the flexibility of cobot is useful. If it does not work in a 

certain way, it can be tried in another place and situation. 

3.2.2 Methodology  

3.2.2.1 Software  

 

Figure 9: Foosball's 3D picture 

Technically speaking, we have analyzed all the components through Inventor1, 

we measured, and we checked the assembly hierarchy and we discovered the different 

elements of the foosball. 

 

                                                
1
 It is a 3D mechanical solid modeling design software developed by Autodesk to create 3D digital prototypes 
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To deeply analyze the dimensions of the pieces of the scoreboard, we made 

the drawings, can be found on 3.4 Notes. Once the drawings are made, we focus on 

the design of the box to put the dices. We modeled the 3D geometry with Catia2.  

 

Figure 10: Scoreboard's 3D model 

When we verify the piece, we pass the file to the 3D printer, once manufactured 

we used it to put all dices and fixed with the collaborative robot. 

 

Figure 11: 3D prototype of the box that will help collaborative robot 

3.2.2.2 Design considerations 

The inevitable imprecision of the manufacturing methods, are given by the 

properties of the 3D printer: 

                                                
2
 It is a multi-platform software suite for computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), 

computer-aided engineering (CAE), PLM and 3D, developed by the French company Dassault Systèmes. 
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              Figure 12: I-FAB's 3D printer and their specifications 

In this manufactured prototype it is not necessary a perfect dimensional 

accuracy, due to it will serve as a study model for its later implementation in the 

process. Therefore, to correctly assure its function, it is enough that the measurements 

are within two limits that define the admissible dimensional variation "tolerance". 

The norms that have been consulted for the realization of the adjustment 

between the box and the dices are the following can be consulted in 3.4 Notes. 

 ISO 286-1:2010: Geometrical product specifications (GPS) -- ISO code system 

for tolerances on linear sizes -- Part 1: Basis of tolerances, deviations and fits. V 

 ISO 286-2:2010: Geometrical product specifications (GPS) -- ISO code system 

for tolerances on linear sizes -- Part 2: Tables of standard tolerance classes 

and limit deviations for holes and shafts. VI 

To begin the calculation of the measurements, we will designate as shaft all 

external element of a piece, even not cylindrical (dices) and hole all internal element of 

a piece, even not cylindrical (prototype box). 
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The data of the problem solved according to the figure 13 are: 

𝑑 = 22𝑚𝑚 

𝐷 = 22𝑚𝑚 

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎:  

 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎 

 𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 100µ𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 40µ𝑚 

 

        Figure 13: General terms of shaft (blue) and hole (yellow) 

𝑇𝐶 = 100 − 40 = 60 µ𝑚 

𝑑 = 𝐷 = 22𝑚𝑚 → 𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝐼𝑇8 = 33 = 𝑇 

                                 → 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝐼𝑇7 = 21 = 𝑡 
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𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 → 22 ? 8/ℎ7 

𝐶𝑀 = 100 ≥ 𝐸𝑠 − 𝑒𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑇 − (𝑒𝑠 − 𝑡) = 𝐸𝑖 + 33 − 0 + 21 → 𝐸𝑖 ≤ 46 

𝐶𝑚 = 40 ≤ 𝐸𝑖 − 𝑒𝑠 = 𝐸𝑖 − 0 → 𝐸𝑖 ≥ 40 

40 ≤ 𝐸𝑖 ≤  46 → 𝐸 

𝟐𝟐 𝑬𝟖/𝒉𝟕 

 ISO t/T Ei/ei Es/es Dm/dm DM/dM 

HOLE 22E8 33 40 54 22,040 22,054 
SHAFT 22h7 21 -33 0 21,967 22,000 

 

Finally, through the prototype we can perform the GO/NO GO Gauge with the 

dice to verify the clearance fit. 

3.2.2.3 Strategy   

The project was based on a broad study about lean manufacturing and 

concepts around. Before starting the redaction, it was necessary hours of 

brainstorming and minds-maps to align all the information and know how start. 

Once all the concepts to be developed are known, the professors showed us i-

FAB, where the foosball tables were assembled and analyses were make. Also we 

learnt about the collaborative robots and printers 3D the LIUC’s staff use. With the 

possibilities offered by the tools of i-FAB, all the pieces of the scoreboard were 

analyzed with the software mentioned a few lines above.  

As a final goal, an improvement in the process is implemented. For this, we 

worked on the design of the piece that best fits the collaborative robot. Introducing this 

change, the results are discussed to approve this improvement. 

Referring to writing work, various sources have been consulted to develop an 

own opinion about the topic. Step by step, with the collaboration of the professors, the 

project has been corrected until it reaches the proposed objectives. For the 

presentation, a summary is made that collects the main points, into a PowerPoint we 

showed it. The presentation was evaluated by the professors of the university LIUC.  

3.2.3 Results 

Firstly, was designed and printed a box that will help the co-bot. Box´s shape 

was done thinking about dices’ shape and measure. The dices fitted into the box 

perfectly. 

Once the 3d impression was made, it was possible to check that it was within 

tolerance value. It allowed to put the dices into the box and extract the kit properly. 
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Figure 14: 3D photographed prototype 

In the following tables we can see the task that the worker and the co-bot must 

do. Comparing the activities carried out only by the operator (figure 15 and 16) and 

then the activities carried out by the robot-human cooperation (figure 17) 
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Figure 15: Table of "Montaggio segnapunti" 

JES ID: 11

n° Cosa Come Perché Disegni 

1
Inserire 

primo fermo

Operatore parallelo al banco 

di lavoro, inserire il fermo ed 

infilare la vita maschio dal 

lato senza spessore.

Affinche una volta 

inseriti i punti non 

cadano dall'altro lato.

2
Infilare i 

punti

Posizionare il segnapunti 

perpendicolare al piano ed 

infilare i punti dall'alto.

Per velocizzare 

l'inserimento

Pag 1 di 2 

JES ID: 11

n° Cosa Come Perché Disegni 

3
Infilare 2° 

fermo

Inserire il fermo all'estremita 

ed infilare la vite maschio.

Affinche i punti siano 

bloccati sull'asta.

Pag 2 di 2 

Job element: Montaggio segnapunti

Job element: Montaggio segnapunti
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Figure 16: Table of  "Assemblaggio segnapunti" 

JES ID: 12

n° Cosa Come Perché Disegni 

1
Inserimento 

femmina

Operatore di fronte alla 

mezzaria della sponda corta, 

inserire viti femmina nei fori

2

Posizioname

nto 

segnapunti

Operatore parallelo alla 

sponda corta, inserire 

segnapunti avvitando 

leggermente viti maschio con 

femmina e mantenere una 

mano a sostegno.

Per evitare che cada

Pag 1 di 2 

JES ID: 12

n° Cosa Come Perché Disegni 

3
Serraggio 

segnapunti

Operatore parallelo alla 

sponda corta, con mano forte 

avvitatore(testa a croce, 

coppia 5) e con mano debole 

mantenere segnapunti  e la 

femmina con un dito.

Affinché il segnapunti 

non cada e la vite non 

giri a vuoto.

Pag 2 di 2

Job element: Assemblaggio segnapunti

Job element: Assemblaggio segnapunti
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Figure 17: Table of new tasks 

n° Activities Who How Why Example

1 Resting posicion
All the elements are available 

on the table

In this way, it will be 

easy for the worker 

and co-bot to get the 

dices and stick 

2
Insert dices 

inside the box
Worker

Dices will be introduced into 

the box through the worker, 

first the head-dice and then 

the others

To accelerate the 

insertion of the dice

3
Insert the stick 

inside the box
Co-bot

Collaborative robot will 

introduce the stick into the 

box

So that later, the co-

bot can take the kit

4
Put the head-

dice in the stick

Worker 

and         Co-

bot

Worker will take the head-

dice and insert it in the stick.                                     

Co-bot will stay in same 

position

The kit will be 

completed

5
Take the kit and 

place it
Co-bot

Collaborative robot will take 

the complete kit and place it 

parallel to the foosball table

To make easier the 

screwing

6

Screw 

scoreboard on 

the table

Worker

Worker will screw the 

scoreboard on the foosball 

table.

To fix the kit to the 

foosball
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The average cycle time of the complete activity (set up the kit + assembly the kit 

on the table) is 27,84 sg. We can not compare this time with the new cycle time 

because currently the co-bot is not available, but though some simulation programs 

(Catia V5R21 and 3DS Max) this time can be estimated. Hence they are not precise, 

but they will give us an approximate idea about the cycle time of the process. This time 

will be around the previous cycle time or less. In addition, even if the cycle time is 

same, the worker will be able to do other task or rest. 

The following link is a 3D simulation of the process:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kcu_9SfuGg&feature=youtu.be 

3.3 Conclusions 
To conclude the research of this project, following points can be affirmed: 

 The use of collaborative robots will improve the process. Improving in 

several points such as safety, ergonomics and lower cycle times.  

 Performing activities in parallel with cobots help the worker to develop 

other tasks. 

 Box’s model could be considered as a prototype to develop a mass 

production that allows multiple performing assemblies. 

This work has allowed to verify that the joint human-machine work has benefits 

both at the productive level and at the economic level. 

As future research lines, the task should be implemented into robot program 

and after several tests of the process pros and cons would be checked. 

3.4 Notes 
I “ISO 10218-1:2011 - Robots and Robotic Devices -- Safety Requirements for 

Industrial Robots -- Part 1: Robots.” n.d. Accessed April 27, 2018. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/51330.html. 

ISO 10218-1:2011 specifies requirements and guidelines for the inherent safe 

design, protective measures and information for use of industrial robots. It describes 

basic hazards associated with robots and provides requirements to eliminate, or 

adequately reduce, the risks associated with these hazards. 

ISO 10218-1:2011 does not address the robot as a complete machine. Noise 

emission is generally not considered a significant hazard of the robot alone, and 

consequently noise is excluded from the scope of ISO 10218-1:2011. 

ISO 10218-1:2011 does not apply to non‑industrial robots, although the safety 

principles established in ISO 10218 can be utilized for these other robots. 

II “ISO 10218-2:2011 - Robots and Robotic Devices -- Safety Requirements for 

Industrial Robots -- Part 2: Robot Systems and Integration.” n.d. Accessed April 27, 

2018. https://www.iso.org/standard/41571.html. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kcu_9SfuGg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.iso.org/standard/51330.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/41571.html
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ISO 10218-2:2011 specifies safety requirements for the integration of industrial 

robots and industrial robot systems as defined in ISO 10218-1, and industrial robot 

cell(s). The integration includes the following: 

 The design, manufacturing, installation, operation, maintenance and 

decommissioning of the industrial robot system or cell; 

 Necessary information for the design, manufacturing, installation, operation, 

maintenance and decommissioning of the industrial robot system or cell; 

 Component devices of the industrial robot system or cell. 

ISO 10218-2:2011 describes the basic hazards and a hazardous situation 

identified with these systems, and provides requirements to eliminate or adequately 

reduce the risks associated with these hazards. ISO 10218-2:2011 also specifies 

requirements for the industrial robot system as part of an integrated manufacturing 

system. ISO 10218-2:2011 does not deal specifically with hazards associated with 

processes (e.g. laser radiation, ejected chips, welding smoke). Other standards can be 

applicable to these process hazards. 

III “ISO/TS 15066:2016 - Robots and Robotic Devices -- Collaborative Robots.” 

n.d. Accessed April 27, 2018. https://www.iso.org/standard/62996.html 

ISO/TS 15066. ISO/TS 15066:2016 specifies safety requirements for 

collaborative industrial robot systems and the work environment, and supplements the 

requirements and guidance on collaborative industrial robot operation given in ISO 

10218‑1 and ISO 10218‑2. 

ISO/TS 15066:2016 applies to industrial robot systems as described in ISO 

10218‑1 and ISO 10218‑2. It does not apply to non-industrial robots, although the 

safety principles presented can be useful to other areas of robotics. 

NOTE This Technical Specification does not apply to collaborative applications 

designed prior to its publication. 

IV “ISO 13849-1:2015 - Safety of Machinery -- Safety-Related Parts of Control 

Systems -- Part 1: General Principles for Design.” n.d. Accessed April 27, 2018. 

https://www.iso.org/standard/69883.html. 

ISO 13849-1:2015. ISO 13849-1:2015 provides safety requirements and 

guidance on the principles for the design and integration of safety-related parts of 

control systems (SRP/CS), including the design of software. For these parts of 

SRP/CS, it specifies characteristics that include the performance level required for 

carrying out safety functions. It applies to SRP/CS for high demand and continuous 

mode, regardless of the type of technology and energy used (electrical, hydraulic, 

pneumatic, mechanical, etc.), for all kinds of machinery. 

It does not specify the safety functions or performance levels that are to be 

used in a particular case. 

This part of ISO 13849 provides specific requirements for SRP/CS using 

programmable electronic system(s). 

https://www.iso.org/standard/62996.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/69883.html
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It does not give specific requirements for the design of products which are parts 

of SRP/CS. Nevertheless, the principles given, such as categories or performance 

levels, can be used. 

COMPLEMENT 1 Examples of products which are parts of SRP/CS: relays, 

solenoid valves, position switches, PLCs, motor control units, two-hand control devices, 

pressure sensitive equipment. For the design of such products, it is important to refer to 

the specifically applicable International Standards, e.g. ISO 13851, ISO 13856‑1 and 

ISO 13856‑2. 

COMPLEMENT 2. For the definition of required performance level, see 3.1.24. 

COMPLEMENT 3. The requirements provided in this part of ISO 13849 for 

programmable electronic systems are compatible with the methodology for the design 

and development of safety-related electrical, electronic and programmable electronic 

control systems for machinery given in IEC 62061. 

V ISO 286-1:2010 establishes the ISO code system for tolerances to be used for 

linear sizes of features of the following types: a) cylinder; b) two parallel opposite 

surfaces. 

ISO 286-1:2010 defines the basic concepts and the related terminology for this 

code system. It provides a standardized selection of tolerance classes for general 

purposes from amongst the numerous possibilities. 

Additionally, it defines the basic terminology for fits between two features of size 

without constraints of orientation and location and explains the principles of “basic hole” 

and “basic shaft”. 

VI ISO 286-2:2010 gives values of the limit deviations for commonly used 

tolerance classes for holes and shafts calculated from the tables given in ISO 286-1. 

ISO 286-2 covers values for the upper limit deviations eU, hole (for holes) and eU, shaft (for 

shafts) and the lower limit deviations eL, hole (for holes) and eL, shaft (for shafts). 

The ISO system for tolerances on linear size provides a system of tolerances 

and deviations suitable for features of the following types: 

1. Cylinders. 

2. Two parallel opposite surfaces. 

For simplicity, and also because of the importance of cylindrical workpieces of 

circular section, only these are referred to explicitly. It should be clearly understood, 

however, that the tolerances and deviations given in ISO 286-2 equally apply to 

workpieces of other than circular sections. 
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3.5 Summary 
From the human point of view, it is crucial to know the needs, in this case work 

needs, which allow the worker to be more effective. No collaborative implementation 
would be useful if it is not an improvement of the process, on quality, time or 
ergonomics. In each research of this thesis, an infinity of news about famous firms has 
been apperead, these companies proposes many collaborative integrations in their 
processes through new robots and intelligent machines on the market 

 
The new technological point of view that the industry is getting, is showing the 

current need to automate tasks and process. This is a requirement in order to be 
competitive against the rivalry. 

 
Furthermore, robotics in general, and collaborative robots in particular, is a field 

of study that nowadays is booming, a lot of companies and universities research to 
develop techniques that currently exist, as i-FAB, which is where take place the 
simulation of an assembly chain. 
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